2010 Slater Brothers Hamilton Film Festival
Public Schedule
August 5-8

Thursday, August 5

7:00pm  The Crown (Student Short Doc)                  The Hamilton Theater
         Groundhog Day (Feature Film)

Friday, August 6

6:30pm  Reception with festival filmmakers            Colgate Bookstore

7:00pm  Vicki Abeles talk about Race to Nowhere       Colgate Bookstore

8:30pm  Into the Women’s Kingdom (Short Doc)          The Hamilton Theater
         Race to Nowhere (Feature Film)

Saturday, August 7

8:00am  Hunger Walk for the Hamilton Food Cupboard    Village Green

Noon     Film Panel Discussion                        Colgate Inn

1:00pm  Words Unspoken (Short Fiction)                The Hamilton Theater
         Guru of Go (ESPN Feature Doc)

6:30pm  Red Carpet Arrivals                          The Palace Theater

7:00pm  Wednesday (Short Fiction)                    The Palace Theater
         Crude (Feature Film)

9:00pm  Closing Night Party with Mark McKay Band      The Palace Theater

Sunday, August 8

1:00pm  The Curse of Micah Rood (Short Fiction)       The Hamilton Theater
         The Truth Behind The Case of Micah Rood (Feature Film)

2:00pm  Telephone (Short Fiction)                    The Hamilton Theater
         Keep Eye on Ball: The Hashem Kahn Story (Feature Film)